Recent developments for mathematical modeling and numerical simulation of biomolecular systems raise new demands for qualified, stable, and efficient surface meshing, especially in implicit-solvent modeling 1 . In our former work, we have developed an algorithm for manifold triangular meshing for large Gaussian molecular surfaces, TMSmesh 2,3 . In this paper, we present new algorithms to greatly improve the meshing efficiency and qualities, and implement into a new program version, TMSmesh 2.0. In TMSmesh 2.0, in the first step, a new adaptive partition and estimation algorithm is proposed to locate the cubes in which the surface are approximated by piecewise trilinear surface with controllable precision. Then, the piecewise trilinear surface is divided into single valued pieces by tracing along the fold curves, which ensures that the generated surface meshes are manifolds. Numerical test results show that TMSmesh 2.0 is capable of handling arbitrary sizes of molecules and achieves ten to hundreds of times speedup over the previous algorithm. The result surface meshes are manifolds and can be directly used in boundary element method (BEM) and finite element method (FEM) simulation. The binary version of TMSmesh 2.0 is downloadable at the web page http://lsec.cc.ac.cn/∼lubz/Meshing.html.
Introduction
Molecular surface mesh generation is a prerequisite for using boundary element method (BEM) and finite element method (FEM) in the implicit-solvent modeling (e.g., see a review in 1 ). Recent developments in implicit-solvent modeling of biomolecular systems raise new demands for qualified, stable, and efficient surface meshing. Main concerns for improvement on existing methods for molecular surface mesh generation are efficiency, robustness, and mesh quality. Efficiency is necessary for simulations/computations requiring frequent mesh generation or requiring meshing for large systems. Robustness here means the meshing method is stable and can treat various, even arbitrary, sizes of molecular systems within computer power limitations. Mesh quality relates to mesh smoothness (avoiding sharp solid angles, etc.), uniformness (avoiding elements with very sharp angles or zero area), topological correctness (manifoldness, avoiding isolated vertices, element intersection, single-elementconnected edges, etc.) and fidelity (faithful to the original defined molecular surface). The quality requirement is critical for some numerical techniques, such as finite element method, to achieve converged and reasonable results, which makes it a more demanding task in this aspect than the mesh generations only for the purposes of visualization or some structural geometry analysis.
There are various kinds of definitions for molecular surface, including the van der Waals (VDW) surface, the solvent accessible surface (SAS) 4 , the solvent excluded surface (SES) 5 , the minimal molecular surface 6 , the molecular skin surface 7 and the Gaussian surface. The VDW surface is defined as the surface of the union of the spherical atomic surfaces with VDW radius of each atom within the molecule. The SAS and SES are represented by the trajectory of the center and the inter-boundary of a rolling probe on the VDW surface, respectively. The minimal molecular surface is defined as the result of the minimization of a type of surface energy. The molecular skin surface is the envelope of an infinite family of spheres derived from atoms by convex combination and shrinking. The Gaussian surface is defined as a level set of the summation of Gaussian kernel functions:
where
x i and r i are the location and radius of the ith atom. D is the decay rate of the Gaussian kernel. c is the isovalue and it controls the volume enclosed by the Gaussian surface. These two parameters, D and c can be chosen properly to make the Gaussian surface approximate the SES, SAS and VDW surface well.
8
For SAS and SES, numerous works have been committed to the computation of the molecular surface in the literature. In 1983, Connolly proposed algorithms to calculate the molecular surface and SAS analytically. 9, 10 In 1995, a popular program, GRASP, for visualizing molecular surfaces was presented. 11 An algorithm named SMART for triangulating SAS into curvilinear elements was proposed by Zauhar 12 . The software MSMS was proposed by Sanner et al. in 1996 to mesh the SES and is a widely used program for molecular surface triangulation due to its high efficiency. 13 In 1997, Vorobjev et al. proposed SIMS, a method of calculating a smooth invariant molecular dot surface, in which an exact method for removing self-intersecting parts and smoothing the singular regions of the SES was presented.
the VDW surface, SES and SAS.
18 A ray-casting-based algorithm, NanoShaper, is proposed to generate SES, skin surface and Gaussian surface in 2013.
19
For skin surface, Chavent et al. presented MetaMtal to visualize the molecular skin surface using ray-casting method 20 , and Cheng et al. used restricted union of balls to generate mesh for molecular skin surface 21 . For minimal surface, Wei et al. 6 constructed a surface-based energy functional, and use minimization and isosurface extraction processes to obtain a so-called minimal molecular surface.
For the Gaussian surface, existing techniques for triangulating an implicit surface can be used to mesh the Gaussian surface. These methods are divided into two main categories: spatial partition and continuation methods. The well known marching cube method 22 and dual contouring method 23 are examples of the spatial partition methods. In 2006, Zhang et al. 24 used a modified dual contouring method to generate meshes for biomolecular structures. A later tool, GAMer 25 , was developed for both the generation and improvement of the Gaussian surface meshes. An efficient mesh generation algorithm accelerated by multi-core CPU and GPU was also proposed in 2013.
26
Most of those software have some issues according to above mentioned criteria for mesh generation, e.g., MSMS and GAMer generate many non-manifold defects in the mesh, fidelity is not well preserved for the EDTsurf and GAMer surfaces, and for the marching cube and grid-based methods the memory requirements can be huge when treating large molecules. More detailed comparison and discussion of the software can be found in 8 . As MSMS is a most commonly used software in this area, we will still use it as a main reference for our new algorithm in this article. In 2011, we have proposed an algorithm and implemented in the program TMSmesh for triangular meshing of the Gaussian surface.
2,3,8
The trace technique which is a generalization of adaptive predictor-corrector technique is used in TMSmesh to connect sampled surface points. TMSmesh contains two steps. The first step is to compute the intersection points between the molecular Gaussian surface and the lines parallel to x-axis. In the second step, the sampled surface points are connected through three algorithms to form loops, and the whole closed manifold surface is decomposed into a collection of patches enclosed by loops on the surface. The patches are finally single valued on x, y, z directions, so these pieces can be treated as 2-dimensional polygons and be easily triangulated through standard triangulation algorithms. In TMSmesh, there are no problems of overlapping, gap filling, and selecting seeds that need to be considered in traditional continuation methods. TMSmesh performs well in the following aspects. Firstly, TMSmesh is robust. TMSmesh succeeds to generate surface meshes for biomolecules comprised of more than one million atoms. Secondly, the meshes produced by TMSmesh have good qualities (uniformness, manifoldness). Thirdly, the generated surface mesh preserves the original molecular surface features and properties (topology, surface area and enclosed volume, and local curvature). However, as to the aspect of computational efficiency, although the computational complexity is linear with respect to the number of atoms as shown in 3 , the overall low efficiency of TMSmesh still needs to be improved.
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm and updated program version TMSmesh 2.0 to mesh the Gaussian surface efficiently. Firstly, the space are adaptively divided into cubes and an algorithm of dividing cubes and estimating the error between the Gaussian surface and approximated trilinear polynomial in each cube is developed. With this algorithm, the Gaussian surface is approximated by piecewise trilinear surface. Then, in each cube, the trilinear surface is divided into a collection of single valued pieces on x, y, z directions by tracing along fold curves (in the trilinear surface case the fold curve can be directly calculated analytically). Finally, each single valued piece is triangulated by ear clipping algorithm 27, 28 . This paper is organized as follows. The new algorithm for triangulating the Gaussian surface is introduced in the Meshing Algorithm Section. In the Experimental Results Section, some examples and applications are presented. The final section, Conclusion, gives some concluding remarks.
Meshing Algorithm

Algorithm Outline
In this section, we describe the algorithms to construct the triangular surface meshes. The inputs of our method are PQR files which contains a list of centers and radii of atoms. The output of our method are OFF files which contains the triangular meshes. Our algorithm contains two stages, the first stage is an adaptive estimation and division process. The Gaussian surface is approximated by piecewise trilinear surface within controllable error. The second stage is to partition each piece of trilinear surface into single valued patches along x, y, z directions by tracing along the fold curves. Then each single valued patch is triangulated by the ear clipping algorithm 27, 28 . In the following subsections, each stage is described in detail.
Approximating the Gaussian Surface by Piecewise Trilinear Surface
In this stage, the space is divided into cubes adaptively and in each final cube, the Gaussian surface is close to a trilinear surface whose error is controllable. Initially, the molecule is placed in a three-dimensional orthogonal grid consisting n x × n y × n z cubes. The initial grid is very coarse. Then the grid is refined adaptively by the following estimation and division steps.
• Step 1, In each cube, φ(x, y, z) is approximated by a nth-degree polynomialP (x, y, z), i.e., the Gaussian surface φ(x, y, z) = c is replaced by the polynomial surfaceP (x, y, z) = c.
•
Step 2, the lower and the upper bound ofP (x, y, z), denoted by L and U , in each cube is estimated. If the isovalue c belongs to [L, U ], the cube has intersection with the surfaceP (x, y, z) = c and we go to Step 3, otherwise, the cube is abandoned.
• Step 3, divide each left cube into 8 smaller child cubes, and compute the expression ofP (x, y, z) in each child cube. When the child cubes become smaller, the coefficients of higher order terms (higher than the linear order) ofP (x, y, z) go to zero. If they are under some user-specified bound, approximateP (x, y, z) by trilinear polynomial, otherwise, go to Step 2.
With above processes, the Gaussian surface finally is approximated by piecewise trilinear surfaces in cubes with different sizes. In the following subsections, we explain the details of above estimation and division process.
Approximation with nth-degree polynomial
Firstly, without loss of generality, we only consider the case of D = 1, then eq (2) is written into the following one:
In an arbitrary cube (3) can be approximated by
and
is Legendre polynomial of order j and n is set as 3 in our work. However, P (x, y, z) is not continuous between neighbored cubes, so we do the following corrections of P (x, y, z) to make P (x, y, z) be C 0 continuous in the whole domain. For one component P n (x, x i , a, b), we introduce two variables 0 (x i , a, b) and 1 (x i , a, b) as follows.
The following two equations makeP n (x, x i , a, b) equal x component of φ ( x) on the boundary of the box and be C 0 continuous along x directions.
0 (x i , a, b) and 1 (x i , a, b) can be easily solved from eq (9). ThenP n (x, x i , a, b) is written as the following one:P
After above correction,P n (x, x i , a, b) is the best least square approximation for x component of φ( x) in the space spanned by {L i , i = 0, ..., n − 2} and it is also C 0 continuous on the boundaries of the cubes along x direction. The same method should be used to correct Q n (y, y i , c, d) and R n (z, z i , e, f ) to makeP (x, y, z) be C 0 continuous along y, z directions. We haveQ
where the forms ofβ j (y i , c, d) andγ j (z i , e, f ) are similar toα j (x i , a, b) in eq (11) . Then the new n-th polynomial is written as
for
In practical computation ofP (x, y, z), we only need to compute the summation in eq (14) with respect to the neighborhood
, since the kernel e −|| x− x i || 2 decay very quickly when || x − x i || goes to large.
Estimation of upper and lower bound ofP (x, y, z)
In order to rule out the cubes having no surface points, the lower and upper bound of P (x, y, z) in the cube is estimated.P (x, y, z) in eq (14) can be written in the form of product of tensor:
⊗ is the product of tensor.× k is k-mode (vector) product of a tensor X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 with a vector V ∈ R I k denoted by X× k V and is of size
A is a three-dimensional tensor whose size is (n + 1) × (n + 1) × (n + 1), where n is the degree of the polynomialP (x, y, z). To get the lower and upper bound ofP (x, y, z), firstly, the main part ofP (x, y, z) is obtained by doing singular value decomposition (SVD) for A. Secondly, the upper and the lower bounds of the main part and the remainder are estimated respectively.
Here we use Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) for A to approximateP (x, y, z) by a multiplication of three polynomials in x, y, z, respectively. Taking n = 3 and A = [a ij ] 4×4×4 for example, the algorithm of SVD is as follows.
Step 1, transform A into a two-dimensional matrix. 
Step 2, do singular value decomposition to A 1 .
where U = ( u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 ) is a 4 × 4 matrix, V * is a 4 × 16 matrix and
If j satisfies min{j :
we reserve σ 1 , . . . , σ j and abandon σ j+1 , . . . , σ 4 .
Step 3, transform each row of V * into a square matrix. If 
we can transform the i-th row of V * into a 4 × 4 matrix denoted by V i :
Step 4, do SVD for V i respectively.
where 
Through the above calculation, A can be approximated by
The summation at the right side of eq (26) is denoted byÃ. As a result, A can be split by A =Ã + R, whereÃ is the main part and R is the residue part.
With above SVD process,P (x, y, z) can be converted to the following form:
For S(x, y, z), the upper bound and lower bound are estimated through the following steps.
Firstly, we estimate the upper bound and lower bound of one dimensional polynomial W 
Then the upper bound of
and the lower bound is
Finally, we estimate the upper bound and the lower bound ofŨ i (x) which are denoted by 
Therefore, the upper bound and lower bound of S(x, y, z) is
The range of each entry of L(·) is [−1, 1]. Therefore, T (x, y, z) can be estimated by
where R ijk is the (i, j, k) entry of R. As a result, the upper and lower bound ofP (x, y, z) is
If the bounds satisfy the condition that L ≤ c ≤ U , the surface may have intersection with the cube. Otherwise, the cube should be ruled out.
Approximation by trilinear polynomial
In each left cube, φ(x, y, z) is approximated by polynomialP (x, y, z) as shown in eq (15). Then we divide each left cube into 8 smaller child cubes, and expressP (x, y, z) in each child cube by Legendre polynomials as follows
is the range of the child cube and A is the coefficient tensor of the Legendre polynomials in the child cube. When the child cubes become smaller, the coefficients of the higher order Legendre polynomials in the coefficient tensor go to zero. The division process is repeated until the coefficients of the higher order Legendre polynomials are close to zero enough to be neglected in all the left cubes. After above division and estimation process, in each left cube, we approximate the surfacẽ P This method contains three steps, which is shown in figure 1 . This figure shows the triangulation process in two neighbored cubes. Firstly, the intersection points between g(x, y, z) = c and the edges of a cube are computed. They are defined as
The extreme points on the faces of cubes are also computed. They are defined as
, α ∈ {x, y, z}, a ∈ {1, −1}.
Secondly, the intersection points and extreme points defined by eq (45) and eq (46) are connected by surface curves on the faces of cube and form closed loops. Since the surface curves on the faces of cube are simple hyperbola and the expression of the curves are explicit, it is easy to determine which two points are neighbored in the same branch of the hyperbola.
To ensure the continuity, the points belongs to the neighbored cubes and also in the current cube should be considered as well. The surface patches enclosed by these loops may contain holes and tunnels. In the third step, the surface patches are divided into single valued pieces along x, y, z directions by fold curves. Here the fold curves are defined as
Generally, the fold curves are not straight lines (See figure 3 in ref.
3 ). But for the trilinear surface, the fold curves are straight line segments whose ends are extreme points. And the fold curves along different directions may have intersections, they are critical points satisfying
, α, β ∈ {x, y, z}, α = β.
(48) Figure 2 shows an example of subdividing a surface patch into single valued pieces along x, y, z directions by fold curves. The trilinear surface defined in eq (44) is folded at the fold curves. Cutting the trilinear surface along these fold curves ensures the resulted pieces are single valued on x, y, z directions. Subdividing the loops along fold curves helps avoid incorrect connections during triangulation and helps find missed small surface structures, such as tunnels and holes, because these structures also fold at these curves. After the third step, each single valued piece is homomorphic to a two-dimensional polygon, and can be triangulated by standard method, such as ear clipping algorithm 27,28 .
Experimental Results
Efficiency and Robustness
Because MSMS is the most widely used efficient software for molecular surface triangulation, in this section, the performance of TMSmesh 2.0 is compared with those of MSMS and the old version of TMSmesh. A set of biomolecules with different sizes is chosen as a test benchmark (see Table 1 ) which was used in our previous work 2, 3 and can be downloaded from http://lsec.cc.ac.cn/∼lubz/Download/PQR benchmark.tar . The meshing softwares are run on molecular PQR files (PDB + atomic charges and radii information). To make a reasonable comparison with MSMS, appropriate parameters, such as the error tolerance between Gaussian surface and approximated piecewise trilinear surface, are chosen for TMSmesh to achieve the surface vertex densities 1/Å 2 and 2/Å 2 used in MSMS mesh generation. The probe radius in MSMS is set to be 1.4Å. All computations run on a computer with Intel Xeon CPU E5-4650 v2 2.4GHz and 126GB memory under 64bit Linux system. Table 2 shows the CPU time cost by MSMS and TMSmesh with 1 and 2 vertex/Å 2 mesh densities. In Table 2 , TMSmesh denotes the old version in 2012 3 and TMSmesh 2.0 is the new version in this paper. The discrepancies between the numbers of vertices of TMSmesh mesh and MSMS mesh are due to different definitions of molecular surface and different meshing methods used in the two programs. The CPU time cost by TMSmesh 2.0 is much less than that cost by the old version of TMSmesh. TMSmesh 2.0 is at least thirty times faster than the old version. This is due to the following reasons. Firstly, the new adaptive way of partition process to locate the surface reduces the number of surface-intersecting cubes. We use different sizes of cubes according to the approximation accuracy of the piecewise trilinear surface in the new method instead of using same sized cubes in previous method. Less cubes are used to precisely locate the surface. Secondly, a more efficient and much sharper bound estimator of summation of Gaussian kernels in a cube is adopted as shown in section 2.2.2. Thirdly, the trilinear polynomials are used to approximate the surface to reduce computation cost greatly. For trilinear surface, the surface points and fold curves can be computed explicitly, and the fold curves are explicit straight lines, which make the tracing process more easily.
For the small molecules, the CPU time cost by MSMS is less than that of TMSmesh 2.0. But for the large molecules, MSMS requires more time than TMSmesh 2.0. This is because that the computational complexity of MSMS is O[N log(N )], where N is the number of atoms. And the complexity of TMSmesh 2.0 is O(N ), which is shown in Figure 3 . In TMSmesh 2.0, as the exponential kernels e −|| x− x i || 2 in Gaussian surface decay very fast when the distances || x − x i || goes to large, all the calculations are done locally, and no global information is needed in the whole process. TMSmesh 2.0 can successfully generate surface mesh for the biomolecules consisting of more than one million atoms, such as the dengue virus 1K4R. Because the virus structure is among the largest ones in the Protein Data Bank, together with consideration of good algorithm stability, TMSmesh 2.0 is capable of handling the biomolecules with arbitrary sizes.
Manifoldness
We study the manifoldnesses of the meshes generated by TMSmesh 2.0 and MSMS. The generated surface meshes should be manifold. A non-manifold mesh can cause numerical problems in boundary element method and finite element method simulations of biomolecules. And, non-manifold surface can not be directly used to generate the corresponding volume mesh due to its non-manifold errors, such as intersections of triangles. The previous TMSmesh has been shown to be able to guarantee manifold mesh generation.
3 Here, we check whether the meshes produced by TMSmesh 2.0 and MSMS are manifolds. A manifold mesh for a closed molecular surface should satisfy the following three necessary conditions. defects is the number of vertices whose neighborhood does not satisfy aforementioned necessary conditions (a) and (b) for a manifold mesh. The meshes produced by TMSmesh 2.0 all satisfy the three necessary conditions for a manifold mesh. However, the meshes of large biomolecules generated by MSMS are not manifold. 
Boundary Element Method Simulation
The surface mesh generated by TMSmesh 2.0 can be applied not only to molecular visualization and analysis of surface area, topology and volume in computational structure biology and structural bioinformatics, but also to boundary element method simulations. We test the meshes in boundary element calculations of the Poission-Boltzmann electrostatics. The BEM software used is a publicly available PB solver, AFMPB 30 . As a representative molecular system, we choose the structure AChE monomer (see Table 1 ). The surface mesh is generated by TMSmesh 2.0 and contains 87044 nodes. Figure 4 shows the computed electrostatic potentials mapped on the molecular surface. Figure 5 shows the solvation energies by AFMPB as well as the surface areas and molecular volumes computed from the meshes of three small molecules, GLY, ADP and 2LWC (see Table 1 ) using different mesh densities. The results show that the meshes produced by TMSmesh 2.0 lead to convergent and reasonable results for energy, area and volume when the mesh density increasing. However, the results computed by MSMS converge a little more smoothly than those of TMSmesh 2.0 when the number of triangles are not large. This is because that we use the trilinear polynomial to approximate the Gaussian kernel function. Less triangles lead to lower precisions of the approximation, which causes more uncertainties. The disparities between the limits when number of triangles goes to large are due to the different molecular surface definitions used by TMSmesh and MSMS. Figure 6 : A cross section of the volume mesh for VDAC. The surface mesh is generated by TMSmesh 2.0 and the volume mesh is generated by TetGen.
Convergence
Volume Mesh Generation Conforming Surface Mesh
The surface mesh generated by TMSmesh 2.0 can be directly used to generate corresponding surface conforming volume mesh. And the volume mesh generated by this method can be applied to the finie element method simulation directly. Figure 6 shows a cross section of the volume mesh for the ion channel, VDAC (PDB code: 2JK4). The VDAC serves an essential role in the transport of metabolites and electrolytes between the cell matrix and mitochondria. 31 For this example, the molecular surface mesh is generated by TMSmesh 2.0 and the corresponding volume mesh is generated by TetGen 32 . The channel pore is clearly represented in the mesh and the detailed topology is correctly preserved, which is important for ion channel simulations. In addition, from the cross section we can see that the surface mesh is dense at the rugged parts and sparse at the smooth parts.
Conclusion
We have described a new algorithm in TMSmesh 2.0 for triangulating the Gaussian molecular surface. In TMSmesh 2.0, an adaptive surface partition is developed using a new method to estimate the upper and lower bounds of surface function in a cell. In each located cube, a trilinear polynomial is used to approximate the Gaussian surface within controllable precision. The fold curves are used to divide the trilinear surface in each cube into single valued pieces to guarantee a manifold mesh generation. Compared with the old version, TMSmesh 2.0 is more than thirty times faster. TMSmesh 2.0 is shown to be a robust and efficient software to mesh the Gaussian molecular surface. The meshes generated by TMSmesh 2.0 are manifold without intersections. And the mesh can be directly used in boundary element type of simulations and volume mesh generations.
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